St. Lucie Public Schools Spanish 1 Scope and Sequence
Course: Spanish 1

Course Code: 0708340

Quarter: 4

Topic of Study: La Rutina Diaria
Strand(s): Interpersonal Communication, Presentational Speaking, Presentational Writing
Standard(s):
 The student will be able to engage in conversations and exchange information, concepts, and
ideas orally and in writing with a variety of speakers or readers on a variety of topics in a
culturally appropriate context in the target language.
 The student will be able to present information, concepts, and ideas to an audience of listeners
on a variety of topics in a culturally appropriate context in the target language.
 The student will be able to present information, concepts, and ideas to an audience of readers on
a variety of topics in a culturally appropriate context in the target language.
Learning Goal:
Students will be able to demonstrate proficiency in expressing and communicating basic ideas in the
target language.

NGSSS
WL.K12.NH.3.1:
Engage in short social interactions
using phrases and simple
sentences.
WL.K12.NH.3.2:
Exchange information about
familiar topics, tasks, and activities,
including personal information.
WL.k12.NH.4.2:
Describe aspects of daily life using
complete sentences.
WL.K12.NM.5.2
Write simple statements to
describe aspects of daily life.

OUTLINE OF CONTENT
 Verbs with reflexive
pronouns
 Reflexives as infinitives
(with the verb querer &
acabar)
 Reflexive stem changing
verbs
 Parts of the body, personal
items, and daily routines.
(10 days)
 Review of quarter 1, 2, & 3
skills and concepts.
(12 days)

Talking about your daily routine
acabar de
acostarse (ue)
afeitarse
antes de
bañarse
la boca

TARGETS
Students will be able to talk about their
daily routine.

Students will be able to talk about staying
fit and healthy.

Students will be able to demonstrate
understanding of the skills and concepts
acquired in quarters 1, 2, 3 & 4.

to just (have done something)
to go to bed
to shave
before
to bathe
mouth
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el brazo
la cara
el cepillo de dientes
despertarse (ie)
los dientes
encontrar (ue)
entrenarse
la espalda
estar listo(a)
estirarse
los hombros
el jabón
lavarse
levantar pesas
levantarse
el maquillaje
maquillarse
la nariz
la navaja
la pantorrilla
la pasta de dientes
el pecho
peinarse
el peine
la pierna
el piyama
ponerse
prepararse
¿Qué te falta hacer?
quitarse
la secadora de pelo
secarse
la toalla
vestirse (i)

arm
face
toothbrush
to wake up
teeth
to find
to work out
back
to be ready
to stretch
shoulders
soap
to wash
to lift weights
to get up
makeup
to put on makeup
nose
razor
calf
toothpaste
chest
to comb your hair
comb
leg
pajamas
to put on
to get ready
What do you still have to do?
to take off
hair dryer
to dry
towel
to get dressed

Talking about staying fit and healthy
mantenerse (ie) en forma
¿Qué haces para relajarte?

to stay in shape
What do you do to relax?

